
Why SUPER ELITE?

What’s Included for $1,594?

ARM HEALTH TECHNOLOGY PACK:

APEC NORMAL COST: $1,288

NORMAL MARKET VALUE: $5,000

The Super ELITE program includes our Arm Health Technology Pack. This is part of our ground 
breaking partnership with Motus. Motus has a personalized app for each athlete along with an 
arm sleeve with sensor. The lab-accurate Motus sensor is worn in a compression sleeve on the 
throwing arm, and sits just below the Ulnar-Collateral-Ligament (UCL). Each throw captures 
peak valgus torque on the arm, which is accumulated into state-of-the-art workload measures 
designed to help you train at your peak. 

10 TOOL PROGRAM:

APEC NORMAL COST: $2,500

NORMAL MARKET VALUE: $3,750

10 TOOL combines our Sport Performance System (2 Days Per Week In-Facility), Personalized 
hitting and pitching instruction, coupled with Pitch/Swing design technology by Rapsodo. 
Rapsodo gets real-time insights into angles and spin for real-life results. Rapsodo also lets our 
athletes film their sessions to send out to potential scouts and coaches as well.

RAPSODO SESSIONS:

APEC NORMAL COST: $100 PER SESSION

NORMAL MARKET VALUE: $200 PER SESSION

See Rapsodo description above.



IN-SEASON PERSONAL COACHING SYSTEMS:

APEC NORMAL COST: $994

NORMAL MARKET VALUE: $2,500 ($500 Monthly)

When you’re in-season for any sport, we continue our dedication to your development. APEC 
will provide In-Season training systems to our athletes digitally along with weekly check-ins for 
personalization. Your in-season training can take place anywhere. That includes APEC, at 
home, college gym, vacation. Eliminate excuses and stay tuned up all 9 months regardless the 
circumstance.

TOTAL SUPER ELITE COST: $1,594

TOTAL APEC NORMAL COST IF SEPARATE: $4,782 —> $3,188 IN SAVINGS

TOTAL MARKET VALUE: $11,250 00 —> $9,656 IN SAVINGS

SUPER ELITE offers maximum value for every situation. APEC is dedicated to make this 
System the most ELITE in the World and it starts with YOU! For more questions, e-mail 
info@apecgo.com.
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